C A L L C E N T E R H E A D S E TS .
BU I LT TO A N S W E R T H E C A L L .
Something this comfortable, this durable, and this technologically advanced can only be called
remarkable. VXI TuffSet™ Headsets are designed and built like no others. They can take a beating,
leave your call center operators ready for more, and give you the kind of sound accuracy that comes
from the industry’s finest noise-cancelling microphone.

All models include VXI’s
two-year unconditional warranty

VXI TuffSet 10

VXI TuffSet Link

Lightweight and comfortable, the VXI TuffSet 10
has everything you’ll need in a monaural
headset. Including our unique gooseneck
boom that stays where you put it; 270˚ smart
swivel earpiece with oversized, concave ear
cushion; rugged stainless steel and lexan
construction, and superior microphone.

All the comfort of the VXI TuffSet 10 and 20
with the convenience of direct phone connect
without an amplifier. Variations of this headset work with Nortel Norstar systems, Amcat Teleprofit, Teknekron
Infoswitch systems, Lucent Callmaster
V & VI and Cisco IP phones.
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VXI TuffSet 20

VXI TuffSet 25

The 20 features the same technology, comfort
and durability as the 10, but in a binaural
configuration for noisy office environments to
help maintain your customer focus.

Even the loudest environments can’t stop your
call center operators. The 25 features two insulated earpieces for the ultimate in noise-attenuation, along with our superior noise-cancelling
microphone and durable construction.
All VXI Headsets come
with a TuffClip for
easy cord management.

VXI TuffSet 15
Turn up the noise and it’s time for the monaural,
noise-attenuating Model 15. Designed with
comfort in mind, the 15’s insulated earpiece can
keep your conversation going without missing a
beat. And like the entire line of TuffSet headsets,
the 15 features all the sound clarity advantages
that make it an industry leader.

To order the VXI TuffSet Headsets that are right for your application,
contact your nearest VXI distributor or call 800.742.8588
One Front Street, Rollinsford, NH 03869 USA
p: 603.742.2888 e: tuffset@vxicorp.com
www.vxicorp.com

